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I. INTRODUCTION
The open nature of wireless networks makes them vulnerable to eavesdropping attacks; thus, confidentiality is a crucial security requirement. Conventional, cryptographic techniques have drawbacks; e.g., the increasing with the network size key management complexity, or the assumed limited attacker computational power. Moreover, encrypted data may still provide information to attackers (e.g., traffic analysis). This motivated efforts to complement these techniques and fueled interest in information-theoretic physical layer security [1] .
The natural problem is to find the fundamental limits of performance measures, notably the secure rate legitimate nodes can achieve, considering the overhead imposed by satisfying the secrecy constraints. However, even in simple three-or fournode networks, the problem is open [2] ; the complex nature of large wireless networks with stochastic node distribution makes the derivation of exact results intractable. This motivated the investigation of scaling laws, or the asymptotic behavior, of the network to gain useful insights. The problem of finding scaling laws for large wireless networks with n randomly located nodes was first investigated by Gupta and Kumar in [3] ; they showed that multihopping schemes can achieve at most an aggregate rate that scales like √ n under an individual (per node) power constraint. Using percolation theory, the achievability of linear scaling was shown by Franceschetti et al. [4] . The main characteristic of this line of works is the assumption of point-to-point communication, with each receiver (not necessarily the final destination) interested only in decoding the signal of a particular transmitter; all other signals, roughly termed interference, are treated as noise. Therefore, these are mostly referred to as interference-limited channel models. Although the broadcast nature of wireless networks decreases the security level, it also makes cooperation easier. Contrary to the interference-limited model, it has been shown that cooperative schemes increase the aggregate rate to a nearlinear scaling under individual power constraints and achieve unbounded transport capacity for fixed total power in some cases (in [5] , [6] and follow-up works).
Recently, there is a growing interest in considering how secrecy constraints affect scaling laws of large wireless networks [7] - [11] . To best of our knowledge, all these works considered point-to-point interference-limited communications (multihopping) [7] - [11] to analyze the secrecy capacity scaling; no active cooperative or relaying schemes were considered.
In this paper, contrary to the interference-limited models, we allow for arbitrary cooperation among nodes and concentrate on the information-theoretic relaying schemes. With no secrecy constraint, Xie and Kumar in [5] proposed a strategy of coherent multistage relaying to achieve unbounded transport capacity for fixed total power in low-attenuation networks, i.e., achieving zero energy cost communication. However, to address secrecy constraints, active cooperation (relaying) is a double-edged sword: it benefits both legitimate receivers and eavesdroppers. Considering this trade-off, the fundamental question is whether zero-cost secure communication is possible through active cooperation. We answer this question positively here, filling this theoretical gap. Our result is further motivated by recent technological developments for relaying-based schemes (e.g., massive deployment of relay nodes in LTE-Advanced networks [12] , [13] ).
A. Background and Related Work
Physical layer security using information-theoretic tools leverages the channel statistics to overcome attackers; depending on the channel conditions, a secure positive rate can be possible if suitable coding schemes are employed. The information theoretic notion of secrecy was introduced by Shannon in [14] , where he showed that in order to achieve perfect secrecy, i.e., zero information leakage, one needs a secret key of size at least equal to the message size. This result inspired keyless information-theoretic security in a noisy communication model called the wiretap channel [15] ; Wyner 978-1-4799-3360-0/14$31.00 c 2014 IEEE 2 determined the capacity of the degraded wiretap channel, in which the channel to the eavesdropper is a degraded version of the channel to the legitimate receiver. The wiretap secrecy capacity achieving scheme, known also as Wyner's wiretap channel coding, comprises multicoding and randomized encoding [2, Section 22.1.1]. Csiszár and Körner extended the secrecy capacity result to the the general wiretap channel (not necessarily degraded) [16] .
There is considerable recent research interest in multi-user wiretap channels [17] - [24] . In these channels, cooperation among legitimate users is possible in two different ways. First, active cooperation: legitimate nodes act as relays and cooperate with the source of the message in transmitting its message to the destination. This scenario with a single relay was introduced in [21] as the relay-eavesdropper channel and the secrecy rates were derived using relaying strategies such as the Decode-and-Forward (DF) scheme [25] ; the case of multiple relays was investigated in [23] , [26] . Second, passive cooperation, also known as deaf cooperation: the helper nodes transmit independent signals to confuse the eavesdroppers and increase the secure rates [24] , [26] , [27] . In both cooperation modes, one can try to apply beamforming at the helper nodes to improve secrecy, by constructing the virtual Multiple Input Multiple Output (MIMO) scenarios and/or perform ZeroForcing (ZF) at eavesdroppers [27] - [33] . It was shown that in the high-SNR regime the ZF transmit scheme is DiversityMultiplexing Tradeoff (DMT) optimal for the MIMO wiretap channel with three nodes (a source, a destination and an eavesdropper) [31] , [32] . In this paper, we concentrate on the active cooperation schemes based on information-theoretic secrecy coding schemes. Although there is considerable effort in these works on small networks, consisting of few nodes with deterministic locations, the problem of secure communication in large networks received relatively less attention.
Only under the assumption of an interference-limited channel, scaling laws for the secure aggregate rate were derived for large wireless networks. Koyluoglu et al. [7] recently achieved a secure aggregate rate of scaling √ n for dense networks, as long as the ratio of the densities of eavesdroppers and legitimate nodes scales as (log n) −2 . The authors in [9] - [11] considered extended networks with unknown eavesdropper locations and achieved a secure rate of order 1. This result is achieved through a deaf (passive) cooperative multi-hopping scheme in [11] . As the total power scales linearly with the number of nodes, n, in these works, the cost of secure communication goes to ∞.
B. Our Contributions
Our work is the first to allow arbitrary cooperation among legitimate nodes in deriving scaling laws for large wireless networks with secrecy constraints. Without the limitation of point-to-point communication, we show that cooperation can achieve unbounded secure rate with fixed total power, i.e., zero-cost secure communication, as long as the number of the eavesdroppers is less than a derived threshold. We consider a dense network, with static path loss physical layer model, path loss exponent α ≥ 2 and stochastic node placement. n l legitimate nodes and n e eavesdroppers are distributed in a square of unit area according to Poisson Point Processes (PPP) with intensities λ l and λ e , respectively. We consider the fixed total power constraint and find two scaling results for ne n l , for which one can obtain an infinite secure aggregate rate, and thus zero-cost secure communication. Compared to [5] , this means that n e eavesdroppers can be tolerated asymptotically and do not affect the communication cost.
To achieve this result, we make use of (i) block Markov DF relaying, (ii) Wyner's wiretap coding at the source, in order to secure the new part of the message transmitted in each block, and (iii) beamforming, to secure the coherent parts transmitted cooperatively by all the nodes in the network. To apply DF, we propose two types of schemes: parallel (two-stage) relaying and serial (multi-stage) relaying. For beamforming, partial ZF at the eavesdroppers is used. DF based strategies for multiple relay networks were proposed in [5] , [34] and then extended to such networks with an eavesdropper in [23] , with some ZF schemes applied. Here, we first extend these schemes to our network model with stochastic distribution of legitimate nodes and eavesdroppers by deriving the conditions under which we can apply the schemes. The main challenges we face are the relay selection among legitimate nodes, the priority and power allocation, and finding the appropriate beamforming parameters. Then, we utilize the derived rates to achieve zerocost secure communication.
Using the parallel relaying strategy, we show the possibility of achieving unbounded secure aggregate rate as long as n
holds, for some positive γ, δ. Our scheme has two stages. First, the source of the message transmits to n r relay nodes within some distance. At the second stage, the source and these relay nodes use block Markov coding [2] to cooperatively transmit the message to the destination, while using ZF against the eavesdroppers. In fact, the relay nodes can be seen as a distributed virtual multi-antenna; using this diversity combats the eavesdroppers. Transmissions are pipelined and relay nodes operate in a fullduplex mode, a typical assumption (e.g., [5] , [35] ).
At the expense of additional complexity, with serial relaying, we tolerate even more eavesdroppers. We achieve zero energy cost secure communication as long as n 2 e (log(n e )) γ = o(n l ) holds, for some γ > 0. In this scheme, all network nodes can act as relays for the source node, but they are ordered in clusters and use block Markov coding and coherent transmission. Nodes in each cluster form a virtual multi-antenna to apply ZF at the eavesdroppers.
The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section II introduces the network model and notation. Section III describes our proposed parallel relaying scheme and its scaling is derived. In Section IV, the results of serial relaying scheme are stated. A number of remarks are provided in Section V.
II. NETWORK MODEL AND PRELIMINARIES
Notation: Upper-case letters (e.g., X) denote Random Variables (RVs) and lower-case letters (e.g., x) their realizations. The probability mass function (p.m.f) of a RV X with alphabet set X is denoted by p X (x); occasionally, subscript X is omitted. 
We consider a dense wireless network, with channel gains obeying a static path loss model, decaying exponentially as the distance between the (stochastically distributed) nodes increases. This is consistent with models in prior works on capacity scaling laws [3] - [6] and secrecy capacity scaling [7] . The network is a square of unit area where both legitimate nodes and eavesdroppers are placed, according to Poisson Point Processes (PPP) with intensities λ l and λ e , respectively. N l is the set of legitimate nodes and their number is n l = |N l |. Similarly, N e is the set of eavesdroppers and n e = |N e | is their number. As we consider large-scale networks, throughout the paper, we implicitly assume that n l and n e go to ∞. Each legitimate node i ∈ N l can be a source of a message
2 ntRi ] and send it to its randomly chosen destination j ∈ N l \ {i} in n t channel uses. Every legitimate node i ∈ N l operates in a full-duplex mode; at time slot t, it transmits X i (t) and receives Y l i (t). The set of transmitting nodes at time slot t is denoted by T (t) ⊆ N l . As we consider passive attackers, each eavesdropper j ∈ N e only observes the channel; at time slot t, it receives Y e j (t). Therefore,
where, for any i ∈ N l \ {k} and j ∈ N e , the static path loss model channel gains are given by: 
is an input signal and we consider the total power constraint in the network:
Moreover, Z 
where it is assumed that node i is the destination for the message of source k; (iv) Probability of error for this code is defined as P
with:
Definition 2: A rate-leakage vector (R, R L ) is achievable if there exists a sequence of (2 ntR , n t , P
The secrecy capacity region, C s , is the region that includes all achievable rate vectors, R, such that perfect secrecy is achieved, i.e., R L = 0. In large-scale networks, it is intractable to consider the n l -dimensional secrecy capacity region; thus, we focus on the secure aggregate rate, defined as:
As we are interested in the achievability of R s , without loss of generality, we assume that only one source-destination pair is active and the other nodes assist their transmission. Therefore, we set |M| = 1. We also assume that node 1 is the source node, i.e., M = {m 1 }, transmitting X 1 (t). Thus, we set Y l 1 (t) = ∅. Without loss of generality, we denote the destination of m 1 by n l -th node, i.e., Y l n l (t), and we set X n l (t) = ∅. This means that the transmitter X 1 wishes to send a message m 1 
with the help of nodes in N l \ {1, n l }, while keeping it secret from the eavesdroppers in N e . Therefore, R s = R 1 .
Remark 1: If a secure aggregate rate R s = R 1 is achievable in the above scenario (with uniformly random matching of the source-destination pairs), any rate vector R with R 1 = R s is also achievable using a time-sharing scheme. For example, consider a network of n nodes with a total rate of 1 bit/sec. If there is only one active source-destination pair, the source can transmit at the rate of 1 bit/sec. Otherwise, a Time Division Multiple Access (TDMA) scheme, with n equal time slots, achieves the rate of 1 n for each (source) node in the network, with the total aggregate rate of n × 1 n = 1 bit/sec. Any other rate allocation with unit aggregate rate is also attainable by using TDMA with non-equal time slots.
III. PARALLEL RELAYING
In this section, we consider a parallel (two-stage) relaying scheme and obtain the maximum number of eavesdroppers 4 which can be tolerated in a zero-cost secure communication. In fact, Theorem 2, our main result of this section, shows that we achieve an unbounded secure aggregate rate for a fixed total power as long as n α 2 +1 e (log(n e )) γ+δ( α 2 +1) = o(n l ) holds for some positive γ, δ. Our proof is stated in three steps:
1) First, we provide a lower bound on the secrecy capacity achieved through active cooperation, randomized encoding and beamforming in Theorem 1. We propose a twostage DF relaying and design the appropriate codebook mapping that enables ZF at the eavesdroppers. To apply these strategies, we derive conditions on the number and location of the relay nodes. 2) In the second step, the main challenge is to find strategies to apply the achievability scheme of the first step to our network model (SN ). In Lemma 3, we obtain the constraints on the number of legitimate nodes and eavesdroppers under which our network satisfies the conditions of the first step and the achievability scheme can be applied. 3) In the last step, we apply the fixed total power constraint and show that the achievable secure aggregate rate of the first step can be unbounded; we derive the maximum number of the eavesdroppers that can be tolerated in Theorem 2.
Step 1: As mentioned in Section II, the achievability relies on a single unicast scenario. Here, n r relays (out of n l legitimate nodes) are used as specified in the following theorem.
Theorem 1: For SN , if there exists a set of transmitters
such that n r = |T | − 1 ≥ n e , the following secure aggregate rate is achievable:
where
2Pu ≤ P tot (12) in which H Ne,T ∈ C ne×(nr+1) is the transmitterseavesdroppers channel matrix, with h e i,j its (j, i)-th element for i ∈ T , j ∈ N e .
Proof: First, we outline the coding strategy, based on a two-stage block Markov coding, i.e., all relays have the same priority for the source. In each block, the source sends the fresh message to all n r relay nodes and uses Wyner's wiretap coding to keep this part of the message secret from the eavesdroppers. At the same time, the source and the relays cooperate in sending 
the message of the previous block by coherently transmitting the related codewords. This coherent transmission enables them to use ZF against the eavesdroppers, by properly designed beamforming coefficients. As the cooperative codewords of the relays are fully zero-forced at all eavesdroppers, no Wyner's wiretap coding is needed at the relays.
Next, to apply this coding strategy, first we provide the achievable rate R DM,par s based on two-stage block Markov coding (parallel DF relaying) and Wyner's wiretap coding for the general discrete memoryless channel in Lemma 1 (proof provided in [36] ). Then, we extend R DM,par s to our Gaussian channel model ( (1) and (2) 
where the supremum is taken over all joint p.m.fs of the form
Now, we extend the above lemma to accommodate our model (SN ). Even for a simple channel with one relay and one eavesdropper, the optimal selection of the RVs in Lemma 1 (i.e., finding the optimal p.m.f of (14)) is an open problem [23] . Hence, we propose an appropriate suboptimal choice of 5 input distribution, using Gaussian RVs, to achieve the following rate. 
2Pu ≤ P tot . It can easily be seen from (15) that to have a positive secrecy rate the source-relay links should be stronger than the sourceeavesdropper links. Moreover, for the DF strategy to be better than point-to-point transmission, the source-relay links should be stronger than the direct source-destination link. Therefore, these two conditions "select" the n r relay nodes in the DF strategy and hence the set of transmitters T (t) given by (8) . Moreover, the condition in (10) is obtained by considering the inner min in (15) .
Returning to (15) , one should determine the beamforming coefficient vector B. Finding the closed form solution is an open problem [26] . Thus, we consider a suboptimal strategy by applying ZF at all eavesdroppers and we obtain
where H Ne,T is defined in Theorem 1. Hence, the coefficient vector B must lie in the null space of H Ne,T , as stated in (11) . By applying (16) to (15), we achieve (9) . In order to ensure that there exists a non-trivial solution B for (16), the dimension of N (H Ne,T ) should be greater than zero, i.e., rank(H Ne,T ) ≤ n r . Considering the worst-case scenario when H Ne,T is a full rank matrix, the ZF strategy requires n e ≤ n r . This condition is implied by the cardinality of the set of transmitters in (8) . This means that to combat eavesdroppers, one needs at least the same number of nodes as relays. Observing that the total power constraint (12) is already obtained in Lemma 2 completes the proof.
Step 2: We start by choosing two random nodes in the network as our source-destination pair. Recall that n l , n e → ∞. By applying Lemma 7, n l and n e can be made arbitrarily close to λ l and λ e , respectively, with high probability (w.h.p). We define the relaying square S r of side d r , with the source at its center, as well as the eavesdropper-free square S e of side d e (illustrated in Fig. 1 ) such that:
Lemma 3: As long as n l ≥ n e n r (log n e ) γ+δ for some γ, δ > 0, the probability of having at least n r legitimate nodes in S r tends to 1, and the probability of having the eavesdropper-free square S e can be made arbitrarily close to 1.
Proof: The number of nodes in S r is a two-dimensional Poisson RV with parameter λ l d 2 r , because a Poisson process has Poisson increments. This number at least equals to n r w.h.p (by applying (17) and (34) (log n e ) γ , which converges to 0 by applying the condition stated in this lemma. Hence, the probability of having no eavesdropper in S e , i.e., e −λed 2 e , can be made arbitrarily close to 1.
Step 3: Note that the number of relays, specified in the above lemma as n l ne(log ne) γ+δ , should not be less than n e . Now, we state the main result of this section and prove that the scaling of the nodes satisfies this constraint.
Theorem 2: In SN with fixed P tot in (4), as long as n α 2 +1 e (log(n e )) γ+δ( α 2 +1) = o(n l ) holds for some positive γ, δ, w.h.p. an infinite secure aggregate rate R s is achievable.
Proof: First, we randomly choose the source of the message and call it node 1. According to Lemma 3, squares S r and S e with sides defined in (17) exist w.h.p, with the source at their center. We randomly choose the destination and call it node n l . If the destination is inside S r , then the message is sent directly and no cooperation is needed. The model reduces to a wiretap channel with many eavesdroppers; the following rate, using Wyner coding at the source, is achievable:
where (a) is obtained by considering (3), the S r and S e definition and by applying (4), and (b) holds due to (17) . Otherwise, if the destination node is not in S r , Lemma 3 implies that w.h.p. we can construct the set of transmitters in (8) . Now, to make ZF possible we must show that n r = |T | − 1 ≥ n e . By applying the constraint of Lemma 3 with equality, we have
≥ n e (a) is due to the scaling condition stated in this theorem and (b) is obtained because α ≥ 2. Now, we can use the strategy of Theorem 1 to achieve (9) . To apply the total power constraint (12) , in this case, we choose a fixedP 1 = P 1 and setP u =
. First, we consider the first term in (9), known as broadcast term (the secure rate from the source to n r relay nodes in S r ), and derive its asymptotic behavior as
where (a) is obtained by considering (3) and the defined squares, and (b) is due to (17) . As expected, the rate to each node in S r is similar to the case where the destination is also 6 in S r ; it can be made arbitrary large by decreasing the size of S r as needed. Note that this decrease needs larger λ l to have n r ≥ n e legitimate nodes in S r to employ them as relays. Before continuing to the second term in (9), we take a closer look at the beamforming vector B ∈ N(H Ne,T ).
By applying Singular Value Decomposition (SVD), we have H Ne,T = UΛ[ΥV]
T ; Υ ∈ C (n r +1)×n e contains the first n e right singular vectors corresponding to non-zero singular values, and V ∈ C (nr+1)×(nr−ne+1) contains the last n r − n e + 1 singular vectors corresponding to zero singular values of H Ne,T . The later forms an orthonormal basis for the null space of H Ne,T . Hence, B can be expressed as their linear combination, i.e., B = VΦ, where Φ ∈ C (nr−ne+1) is an arbitrary vector selected by considering the power constraint in (12) . Now, we consider the second term of (9), known as the multi-access term. This corresponds to the cooperative secure rate from the source and the n r relays toward the destination. 
IV. SERIAL RELAYING
In this section, we improve the scaling of the number of eavesdroppers we can defend against at the expense of a more complicated strategy, serial (multi-stage) relaying. The network is divided into clusters, with the nodes in each cluster acting as a group of relays and, at the same time, collectively applying ZF (essentially acting as a distributed multi-antenna). These clusters perform ordered DF: the nodes in each cluster decode the transmitted signals of all previous clusters. We use the threestep approach outlined in Section III to obtain our result here. We show that unbounded secure aggregate rate for a fixed total power can be achieved as long as n 2 e (log(n e )) γ = o(n l ) holds for some positive γ.
Step 1: Achievability is given in the following theorem. Theorem 3: For SN , the following secure aggregate rate is achievable:
in which
where H Ne,T q ∈ C ne×q is the cluster-eavesdroppers channel matrix which its (j, i)th element is h
We use a (n l − 1)-stage block Markov coding by making the nodes relaying the message with ordered priorities. Considering the ordered set for the legitimate nodes, i.e., N l = {1, . . . , n l }, each node i decodes the transmitted signal of all previous nodes (1 to i − 1) in this order and sends its signal to the subsequent nodes. In order to pipeline communication, (n l − 1)-th order block Markov correlated codes are proposed. Therefore, in each block, the received signals at the legitimate nodes are coherent [35] . To apply ZF at the eavesdroppers, we show it is necessary to have clusters of relays with the 7 same stage compared to the source. Wyner's wiretap coding is also utilized at the source. First, we use the multi-stage block Markov coding (serial DF relaying) and Wyner's wiretap coding to obtain R DM,ser s in Lemma 4 (proof provided in [36] ) and extend it to R DF,ser s for our Gaussian channel model ( (1) and (2) a permutation on N l = {1, . . . , n l }, where π(1) = 1,  π(n l ) = n l and π(m : n) = {π(m), π(m + 1) , . . . , π(n)}. The secrecy capacity is lower-bounded by:
Similar to the parallel relaying case, we choose an appropriate suboptimal input distribution in the following lemma. Lemma 5: For SN , the following is an achievable secure aggregate rate:
where (23) and (26) hold. In the serial relaying scheme, as the achievable rate is not limited by the decoding constraint at the farthest relay, all nodes in the network (except the source and destination) can be used as the relay nodes. Therefore, the transmission set can be T = {1, . . . , n l − 1}, where the relays are assumed to be in a certain order, e.g., based on their distances to the source node. Similar to Section III, we apply ZF at all eavesdroppers to determine the beamforming coefficient vectors B q by setting
. Now consider (37) to obtain X k =Ũ k +β k X k+1 where β kq = q−1 m=k β m . Therefore, E(q 0 , j) and E(q 0 +1, j) only differ in one variable, i.e., β q0+1 . However, we need E(q, j) = 0, ∀j ∈ N e ifP q > 0, which is clearly not possible. Therefore, we apply ZF by allocating power as per (25) and E(q, j) = 0, if q mod n e = 1, ∀j ∈ N e . Thus, we obtain H Ne,T q B q = 0 shown in (24) (H Ne,T q is defined in Theorem 3). By applying (24) on (29), we achieve (22) . This means that to overcome n e eavesdroppers using the proposed strategy, one node in every n e legitimate nodes can transmit fresh information. Thus, the n e legitimate nodes who transmit the same information in each block can apply beamforming to zero-force at all eavesdroppers.
Step 2: Consider Fig. 2 
where n c is determined in Lemma 6. Lemma 6: As long as n e n c (log n e ) γ = o(n l ) for some γ > 0, the probability of having at least n c → ∞ legitimate nodes in S c tends to 1, and the probability of having no eavesdropper in square S e can be made arbitrarily close to 1.
We remark that to apply ZF at all eavesdroppers, the number of nodes in each cluster, i.e., n c , should not be less than n e .
Step 3: Now, we state the main result of this section.
Theorem 4:
In SN with fixed total power P tot in (4), as long as n 2 e (log n e ) γ = o(n l ) holds for some positive γ, w.h.p. an infinite secure aggregate rate R s is achievable.
Proof: We choose the source and the destination as in the proof of Theorem 2. If the destination is inside the square S c , the message is sent directly to it using Wyner's wiretap coding at the source. Similar to (18) , since de dc → ∞ as n l → ∞, in this case an unbounded rate is achievable. Otherwise (the destination is outside S c ), we choose n c = n e + 1 and consider c max clusters as described in the previous step. Setting n c = n e + 1 to the scaling of Lemma 6 results in scaling of this theorem. As n c ≥ n e , w.h.p ZF can be applied and the rate of Theorem 3 is achievable. If we consider equal power allocation for the fresh information in the total power constraint (26), we obtainP q = = P q = P if q mod n e = 1 and q ≤ c max n e + 1. Otherwise (q mod n e = 1),P q = 0. Note that we consider an ordered set of legitimate nodes based on the cluster numbers, which can be done w.h.p according to Lemma 6 . Now, we show that (22) can be unbounded w.h.p for all i ∈ [1 : n l − 1], j ∈ N e and B q s that satisfy (23) and (24) . First, we consider i ≤ n e + 1 that comprises the nodes in the first cluster:
where (a) is due to (25) and (b) is obtained by considering (3) and the defined squares in (30) . This rate is similar to the one we have in (19) . In fact, one expects that this rate can be made arbitrary large if we choose S c small enough (by increasing the density of nodes). In parallel relaying, the problem with the second term in (9) is the fixed non-decreasing 8 distance between the nodes in S r and the destination. We here overcome this problem by considering clusters such that the maximum distance between the nodes in two adjacent clusters is √ 5d c . Therefore, for the nodes in cluster c, i.e., cn e + 1 ≤ i ≤ (c + 1)n e , we set q = cn e + 1:
(b) follows from the steps similar to (21) and from noting that
and the randomness of H Ne,T q . (c) is due to (30) . This completes the proof.
V. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION
Zero-cost secure communication: In general, we can define the cost of secure communication as
Rs . In prior works [7] - [11] , due to the individual power constraint (the transmission power for each node is fixed), P tot scales linearly with the number of nodes. Therefore, the scaling for the cost of secure communication lies in [ √ n, n] and it tends to ∞ as n → ∞.
Here, we showed that cooperation based schemes can achieve secure communication with cost that goes to 0 as the number of nodes goes to ∞. This is so because we use a fixed P tot . Our strategy tolerates n e eavesdroppers if n 2 e (log(n e )) γ = o(n l ) holds. Zero cost communication with no secrecy constraint was achieved in [5] . Hence, compared to [5] , this means that this number of eavesdroppers does not affect the asymptotic behavior of the communication cost.
Parallel vs. serial relaying: In addition to the difference in the derived scaling for the number of tolerated eavesdroppers, our two schemes differ in terms of the individual power allocation. The parallel relaying scheme uses fewer relay nodes than the serial scheme. Hence, a larger fraction of the P tot is allocated per node. Therefore, serial relaying may be suitable for power-limited applications, with strict per node power constraints. For both schemes, the per node allocated power vanishes as the number of nodes increases but with different asymptotic behavior.
Channel State Information (CSI): In our network model (SN , notably (3)), CSI is equivalent to node location information. CSI for legitimate nodes can be obtained in practice (e.g., pilot symbols, feedback). The challenge is to obtain the eavesdroppers' CSI. We assume global CSI is available, a common assumption in most of the physical layer security schemes (e.g., [23] , [24] ). DF relaying only needs the location of the closest eavesdropper. However, to design the beamforming coefficients for ZF, full CSI is necessary. Due to the complexity of the problem, this idealistic assumption allows to gain valuable insights. Obviously, future work we consider is to investigate the problem when less or no eavesdroppers' CSI is available. Less CSI means knowledge of the eavesdroppers' channel statistics or imperfect estimates. In practice, these assumptions are appropriate in some scenarios, e.g., public safety, where some areas are less likely to have eavesdroppers. For imperfect CSI estimation, the authors in [26] showed that the achievable secrecy rate depends on the estimation error covariance matrix. Moreover, [38] concludes that to achieve secure rate in wireless networks one needs little CSI. We contrast our result of achieving infinite rate with known eavesdropper CSI/location, to the results for the interference-limited channel model: if the location of eavesdroppers is unknown [9] - [11] , the achievable rate is of order 1.
Colluding eavesdroppers: By sharing their channel outputs, eavesdroppers can collude and make the attack more destructive [7] , [39] . Deriving the scaling laws for cooperative schemes in this case is one part of our ongoing work. Our conjecture is that zero-cost secure communication is possible when n (2+ 
APPENDIX

Proof of Lemma 2:
The achievable secrecy rate in Lemma 1 can be extended to the Gaussian case with continuous alphabets (and thus to our network model) by standard arguments [37] . We constrain all the inputs to be Gaussian. For certain β i , i ∈ [1 : n r + 1], consider the following mapping for the generated codebook in Lemma 1 with respect to the p.m.f (14) , which contains a simple Gaussian version of the block Markov superposition coding where all relay nodes send the same common RV (shown by U ). However, they adjust their power and use beamforming. Parameter β 1 determines the amount ofP 1 dedicated to construct the basis of cooperation, while parameters β i , i ∈ [2 : n r + 1] are the beamforming coefficients. Applying the power constraint in (4) to above mapping, we obtaiñ
Now, it is sufficient to evaluate the mutual information terms in (13) by using this mapping and the network model in (1) and (2), to reach (15) . 
Proof: See [7] for proofs based on applying Chernoff bound and Chebyshev's inequality.
Proof of Lemma 5: Similar to the proof of Lemma 2, we compute (27) , with an appropriate choice of the input distribution by constraining all the inputs to be Gaussian. For . These codewords make the coherent transmission between this node k and node i, 1 ≤ i < k to each node q, k < q ≤ n l − 1. Beamforming using parameters β kq is applied by adjusting the power of these codewords. Applying the power constraint in (4) to the above mapping, we obtain
Using this mapping, (1) and (2), and applying interchangings in the order of summations similar to above, deriving the mutual information terms in (27) completes the proof.
